Debt Money!
We live within a binary universe, a binary nature suggested by the two lobes of the brain and the two poles of a magnet.
There are also two fundamental monetary models for our nation, a debt based model and an asset based model.
It is important then that we understand both these monetary models so that we can empower our lives!

A perplexing financial question. ‘Who is
supplying the capital for our loans, when the
world is drowning in debt’?
A perplexing financial answer. ‘Banks create
money by lending money’!
Banks have the license to create bank credit by monetising their customer’s assets, within a financial mirror called
double-entry bookkeeping. The reflected customer assets are recorded as ‘bank capital’ which can
now be deposited into the customer’s account within the form of a loan, bearing compound
interest. The banks then gather together at the end of each banking day, in a demonstration of
cartel behaviour, and tally their accounts, making additional loans to balance their books. The
monetary supply has now appeared as reflections within a mirror and the bankers have seized
the power to ‘steal the world’ with money created from nothing!
The customer’s own assets create the funds for the loan so the loan could be recorded as an asset to the customer,
with a $1 loan at 0% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creating a debt of $1.
However, the banks record the loan as an asset to the bank, with a $1 loan at 6% annual compound
interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creating a debt of 214 trillion dollars! This debt based
monetary system ensures that the people of our nation will now have to pay 75% of all they earn
to the debt bankers, in the form of debt, interest, taxation and inflation. We can see, through
these banking deceptions, that the banks have committed crimes against the laws for fraud,
fiduciary duty, odious debt, racketeering, pyramid schemes, duress, cartels and contracts.

The people could respond to these crimes by imposing the ancient laws against usury
which forbade the accrued interest from exceeding the original loan capital. This would
reduce the 214 trillion dollar debt to $2! The people could also restore the power of
monetary creation to the nation’s Treasury so that the interest streams can be used for the
‘good of all’. Further, as the customer’s own assets create the funds for the loan, then the loan
could be re-engineered so that the loan is now recorded as an asset to the customer and loaned interest free. The
banks, in a court of law, could also be forced to admit that they loan bank credit and not bank capital, a confession which
would force the banks to return all the interest payments paid by their customers, plus a three times cartel penalty. The
people will then have destroyed the mythical debt monster, they will have opened the doors to financial freedom!
When is humanity going to awaken from these dark dreams of debt finance? How much longer will
humanity be deceived by a reflection within a ‘banking mirror’? When are we going to realise that our
banking system is a criminal enterprise, with roots of betrayal which have ensnared the human heart
for centuries? When will we realise that there is no ‘pre-existing’ bank capital behind our loans, when
will we realise that there is no need for compound interest and the dark illusions created by the debt
markets? When will we realise that there is no need for our world to be reduced to a debtors’ prison, there is no need for our
grinding existences as debt slaves, there is no need for the ‘debt banker’s boot to be upon the human face, forever’!

Asset Money!
We live within a binary universe, a binary nature suggested by the two lobes of the brain and the two poles of a magnet.
There are also two fundamental monetary models for our nation, a debt based model and an asset based model.
It is important then that we understand both these monetary models so that we can empower our lives!

Ant colonies never suffer from debt as they use ant life force, given
freely from the cosmos, as their monetary unit. We too could use human
life force as our definition and measure for money, allowing us to create
an asset lake within the heart of our nation so that we can power our
economy free from the four monetary demons, those of debt, interest, taxation and inflation.
Money can now be simply defined as ‘I will go to the sea for a fish, if you go to the hills for fruits,
and tonight we will feast’. The measure for money becomes ‘the distance a typical human being,
walking at the normal speed of 5km/hr, will cover within one hour, that is 5000 metres'. This is
a measure for human physiology, human psyche, time, distance and the speed of light, as a metre is
a measure of the speed of light within a vacuum. This is a monetary measure which can now be
priced within the marketplace, according to our labour, skills and technology, a measure which can
create a natural economy as vibrant as the ant colonies. This monetary system allows us to finance all the unpaid realms
within our economy, such as the carers, the students, the artists, the children and all the underlying aspects which comprise
the beating heart of our nation!
This asset monetary system would fulfil Aristotle’s five requirements for
authentic money, to be portable, durable, divisible, easily recognisable and
intrinsically valuable. This monetary system would fulfil the
economist’s dream for a 100% reserve currency, operating with the
minimal technological costs, a monetary system which promotes the
entrepreneurial spirit and personal freedom! This asset based monetary system could be
proved through the creation of an international trading market, using a digital currency and
Cyclos banking software!

It is easy to see that this asset monetary system would create a profound awakening within
the human psyche and an incandescence within the human heart! If these monetary concepts
intrigue you, then please join the Asset Money Campaign!
www.theq1.org

